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Abstract—In this article, we propose a novel cooperative hierarchical caching framework in a Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN),
in which a new cloud-cache at Cloud Processing Unit (CPU) is envisioned to bridge the storage-capacity/delay-performance gap
between the traditional edge-based and core-based caching paradigms. A delay-cost model is introduced and the cache placement
problem is formulated that aims at minimizing the average delay-cost of content delivery in the network. Given the NP-completeness
of the cache placement problem, we propose a low-complexity heuristic cache-management strategy comprising of a proactive cache-
distribution algorithm and a reactive cache-replacement algorithm. Furthermore, a Cache-Aware Request Scheduling (CARS) algorithm
is devised in order to optimize online the tradeoff between content download rate and content access delay. Via extensive numerical
simulations—carried out using both real-world YouTube video requests and synthetic content requests—it is demonstrated that the
proposed cache-management strategy outperforms traditional caching strategies in terms of cache hit ratio, average content access
delay, and backhaul traffic load. Additionally, it is shown that the proposed CARS algorithm achieves superior tradeoff performance over
traditional approaches that optimize either users’ rate or access delay alone.

Index Terms—Cooperative caching; hierarchical caching; content request scheduling; 5G; Cloud Radio Access Networks; optimization.
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1 INTRODUCTION

OVER the last few years, the demand on mobile networks
has fundamentally shifted from being a steady in-

crease in traffic for connection-centric communications such
as phone calls and text messages to an explosion of content-
centric communications such as video streaming and con-
tent sharing. According to a recent forecast by Cisco [2],
global mobile data traffic will reach 30.6 exabytes per month
by 2020 with 75% of that being video traffic. The resulting
demand poses immense pressure on the mobile network
capacity and challenges the efficiency of the backhaul link
that connects the access network to the core network. In
order to prevent the backhaul capacity from becoming the
system bottleneck (especially during peak-traffic hours),
edge caching has been recognized as a promising solution
to mitigate backhaul usage while reducing content-access
latency [3]–[6]. In cellular edge caching, popular contents
are cached at the Base Stations (BSs) so that demands from
users to the same content can be accommodated easily
without duplicate transmissions from remote servers in the
Content Delivery Network (CDN). This directly translates
into sizable reduction in Capital Expenditure (CapEx) and
Operational Expenditure (OpEx) [7].

One key limitation of caching in wireless networks is
that the relatively small cache storage at individual BSs

• A preliminary shorter version of this work has been published in the
proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Mobile Ad hoc and
Sensor Systems (MASS), 2016 [1].

• This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation
Grant No. CNS-1319945.

often lead to moderate cache hit performance. Recently,
a number of solutions have been proposed to improve
cache hit performance via collaborative caching, in which
different cache entities share their contents, thus forming
a larger cache-storage pool [8]–[10]. Existing collaborative-
caching paradigms can be categorized as horizontal collab-
oration among the BSs’ caches or vertical collaboration (hi-
erarchical caching) between the BSs’ caches and cache at
the Core Network (CN). While these collaborative caching
schemes offer great potential to improve cache hit ratio over
non-collaborative schemes, there are several challenges that
fundamentally limit their effectiveness. First, in hierarchical
caching, fetching contents from CN’s cache to the BSs often
undergoes considerable delay that is many-fold higher than
the delay of transferring content among the BSs [8], [9],
[11], [12]. Second, current collaborative caching techniques
at the BSs rely on the direct interconnections between the
BSs, which have very limited capacity and cannot handle
large amount of content sharing. Since the BSs in the current
4G cellular network are connected with each other via
the X2 interface, which is designed for exchanging control
information or users’ data buffer during handover [13], [14],
it is impractical to exploit such interface for inter-cache data
transfer and to realize the benefits of collaborative caching.

Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) was introduced
as a clean-slate redesign of cellular network architecture that
addresses the capacity and coverage issues while reducing
operational costs and improving network agility, flexibility,
and scalability [15]–[18]. In C-RAN, the computational func-
tionalities of the BSs can be fully or partially implemented
in a common Cloud Processing Unit (CPU) that can be
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Fig. 1. C-RAN caching system where the cloud-cache is deployed at the
CPU and the edge-caches are deployed at the BSs.

hosted in a small data center. The centralized nature of C-
RAN enables highly dynamic management of on-demand
resource allocation [17], [19] and collaborative communica-
tions [20], [21]. Fueled by the strong computing capabilities
and storage resources at the CPU, C-RAN can provide a
central port for traffic offload and content management
in order to handle effectively the fast-growing multimedia
traffic and meet the demands of mobile users.

Our Vision: By leveraging the C-RAN architecture, we
propose a cooperative hierarchical caching strategy making use
of distributed edge-caches at the BSs and the cloud-cache at
the CPU (see Fig. 1). The deployment of edge-caches and
cloud-cache are complementary and inter-operable. Unlike
existing solutions, the cloud-cache presents a new layer in
the RAN cache hierarchy, compromising between the edge-
based caching (small cache size, low access latency) and
core-based caching schemes (large cache size, high access
latency) to reduce the average access latency. In particu-
lar, we leverage the high-bandwidth, low-latency fronthaul
links (e.g., optical fiber) [22], [23] connecting the BSs for
cache content sharing; this way, each BS retrieves cache
contents from the neighboring BSs via a “U-turn” (BS-CPU-
BS), which is much more latency- and cost-effective than
fetching content from the original remote server in the CDN
via backhaul network [8], [9], [11]. The cloud-cache and
edge-caches collaboratively form an “octopus-like” caching
network and thus we name our proposed caching scheme
Octopus. This scheme has the potential to exploit in full
the extra degrees of cooperation brought by C-RAN to pool
the storage resources and increase cache hit ratio as well
as to reduce outbound requests to the higher-level network
elements. The Octopus scheme can also be applied to data
dissemination for smart cities through roadside infrastruc-
ture and mobile phones [24]–[26].

Traditionally, the request scheduling problem has been
considered in the literature in the form of the user-BS
association problem, in which the main objective is to
achieve load balancing. Specifically, the key inputs to tra-
ditional user-association policies are the wireless channel
and interference characteristics as well as the number of
users already associated with each BS. Most existing works
consider caching and user association separately [27], [28],
both in the solutions and objective functions. In contrast,
our work brings the additional consideration of caching

into user association, thus providing an additional degree of
freedom in allowing the users the flexibility of associating
with the BSs depending on both channel condition and
content availability.

Challenges and Contributions: To exploit the benefits of
the envisioned cooperative hierarchical caching paradigm,
there are several important challenges that need to be ad-
dressed. First, the presence of multiple cache layers cou-
pled with the geographical variation of content popularity
at different cell sites makes the cache placement problem
difficult. As the number of available content files is huge, the
overhead and complexity of the cache-management algo-
rithm need to be carefully considered. Second, when a user’s
request for content arrives, one needs to decide to which
BS the user should be connected, depending on different
performance objectives. From the users’ perspective, some
might want to download the content from the BS that can
provide the highest rate so as to maximize the user rate
utility [27], [28]; whereas, with the presence of caches, the
network might want to direct the user to the BS that already
stores the requesting content so as to mitigate backhaul
usage. The latter case also benefits those users who prefer
lower content access delay. Therefore, it is imperative to de-
sign a content request scheduling algorithm that optimizes
the tradeoff between users’ rate utility and content access
delay. In summary, the novelty and contributions of this
article are as follows.

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to in-
troduce the cooperative hierarchical caching paradigm
in C-RAN, which comprises the edge-caches distribu-
tively deployed at the BSs and the cloud-cache de-
ployed at the CPU. All the cache entities are managed
by a Central Cache Manager (CCM) at the CPU.

• We formulate a cache-management optimization prob-
lem that addresses the questions of what content and
where to place it among the cache nodes so as to
minimize the average content access delay cost, sub-
ject to the cache-size constraint at each node. We
show that this is an NP-complete problem and pro-
pose a low-complexity, heuristic strategy—Octopus—
that combines both proactive and reactive caching, and
that yields at least 1

2 of the optimal value.
• We propose an online Cache-Aware Request Schedul-

ing (CARS) algorithm that—in conjunction with the
cache management policy—optimizes the tradeoff be-
tween content download rate and content access delay.
The algorithm achieves a formal competitive perfor-
mance bound, and allows flexible control of content
download rate and content access delay.

• We carry out extensive numerical simulations using
both a real-world YouTube video request trace and
synthetic content requests following Zipf-based popu-
larity model. We demonstrate that our Octopus strat-
egy outperforms traditional caching architectures and
cache-management algorithms in terms of cache hit
ratio, average content access delay, and backhaul traffic
load. Furthermore, we show that the proposed CARS
algorithm achieves superior tradeoff performance over
the existing approaches.

Note that the overall design for such caching system,
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which could involve the prediction of content popularity,
request arrival rate, and user mobility pattern, is a complex
problem and goes well beyond the scope of this article. Here,
we assume that such information is available at the CCM to
make cache-management and request scheduling decisions.

Article Organization: The remainder of this article is
organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we review the related
work; in Sect. 3, we present the system architecture and
introduce the content access delay cost model; in Sect. 4, we
describe our cache-management strategy to minimize the
content access delay cost; in Sect. 5, we present our cache-
aware request scheduling algorithm; in Sect. 6, we discuss
performance evaluation via numerical simulations; finally,
in Sect. 7, we conclude the article.

2 RELATED WORK

There have been a number of works exploiting the benefits
of content caching in cellular networks (cf. [4], [29]–[31]),
which have different settings from traditional caching on
the Internet. In these works, the authors propose to alleviate
backhaul congestion via proactive caching at the small cell
BSs, whereby files are proactively cached during off-peak
hours based on file popularity and on correlations between
users and file patterns. In [3], the notion of femtocaching
is introduced, in which the femtocell-like BSs are used to
form a distributed caching network that assists the macro
BS to handle requests of popular files. To overcome the
cache-size limitation at individual BSs, collaborative caching
has been exploited in small-cell networks [8]–[10], [32] and
among the operators [33]. Along this line, the authors
in [9], [34] propose online collaborative caching algorithms
that aim at minimizing the total cost paid by the content
providers without requiring prior knowledge about the con-
tent popularity. Recently, we propose in [35] a collaborative
joint caching and processing strategy for multi-bitrate video
streaming in Mobile-Edge Computing (MEC) networks. In
this paradigm, each MEC server deployed next to a BS
acts as both the cache server and the video transcoding
server. In [36], Poularakis et al. propose to combine caching
and multicast to improve energy efficiency in 5G cellular
network with a massive demand for delay-tolerant content.

While offering great potential to bring popular content
closer to the users, the aforementioned caching schemes
only rely on the deployment of edge-caches. Hence, due
to limited cache-size at the BSs (compared to the very large
amount of popular content), these edge-only caching schemes
suffer from high cache miss ratio. To overcome this issue,
the authors in [8] consider caches both in the RAN edge
and in the Evolved Packet Core (EPC). Along this line, the
techniques in [29] are further extended to a hierarchical
caching scheme in [10] where the gateways in the EPC
also have video caches. While it is possible to implement
relatively large cache size at the EPC so as to improve the
cache hit ratio, fetching content from EPC to the BSs still
undertakes considerable delay due to the involvement of
multiple intermediate network components. More recently,
caching in C-RAN has been studied in [37], which focuses
on resource allocation and BS association with the presence
of cluster content caching, and in [38], which focuses on
dynamic BS clustering and multicast beamforming. These

works, however, consider static cache placement whereby
the most popular contents are stored at the caches; this
is different from our strategy, which dynamically updates and
optimizes the cache placement at each node given cached contents
at other nodes.

Traditionally, the problem of user-BS association was
mostly addressed using offline approaches, see for exam-
ple [27], [39]. While providing optimal solutions, these ap-
proaches are not practical as they require a-priori knowledge
of the users’ arrivals and rates, and often result in re-
scheduling large numbers of on-going connections. On the
other hand, practical online algorithms for user-BS associ-
ation are exploited recently in [28], [40] to maximize the
sum-rate utility of users. Differently from these works, we
consider the presence of cache contents at the BSs and designs
a content request scheduling that optimizes the tradeoff between
content download rate and content access delay. There are also
several existing works considering the joint design of con-
tent caching and request scheduling policy in wireless net-
works. For example, [41] designs a video caching and user
association scheme to minimize the user experienced delay,
while [42] focuses on designing the joint user association
and data caching strategy to minimize the requests served
by the macro BSs. In addition, [43] studies the complexity of
the joint user association and caching scheme. Most of these
works, however, do not consider heterogeneity aspects such
as the difference of wireless channel quality among different
users, and their solutions do not allow control of the tradeoff
between content download rate and content access delay.

Compared to our previous work in [1], this article offers
substantial extension. First, we have expanded our literature
review to include the latest works in the topic so as to
highlight better the contributions of our work. Second, we
have proposed a content request scheduling policy that,
in conjunction with the cache management policy in [1],
optimizes the tradeoff between content download rate and
content access delay. Finally, we have provided major ad-
dition in the performance evaluation, including simulation
comparison of the cache placement performance with [33],
and performance results of the proposed CARS algorithm.

3 CACHING SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we describe the considered cooperative hi-
erarchical caching system and introduce the content access
delay cost model. The key symbols used in this article are
listed in Table 1.

3.1 System Architecture

We consider a C-RAN that consists of multiple distributed
BSs, all connected to a common CPU via low-latency, high-
bandwidth fronthaul links, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The CPU
is connected to the EPC via a backhaul network that further
connects the EPC to the Internet and the CDN. Most of
the content providers make use of the CDN to distribute
their content geographically closer to the end users. While
serving a large portion of the Internet content, the CDN
servers are deployed outside of the mobile network domain.

We consider that there is a CCM implemented at the
CPU to monitor all the requests generated from users
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TABLE 1
Key notations: symbols used and description.

Symbol Description
R Set of R BSs
U Set of U users
Ur Set of users served by BS r
F Set of F files
pir Probability of file i being requested by a user in cell r
Mr Storage capacity [files] of the edge-cache at BS r
M0 Storage capacity [files] of the cloud-cache
Cr Set of files cached at BS r
C0 Set of files cached at the cloud-cache
V Cache placement ground set
Vr Set of files that might be placed in cache Cr
fir Copy of file i in cache Cr
C Cache placement decision
cik(C) Indicator of whether (I.o.w) fik ∈ Ck
xkir I.o.w a request for file i from BS r is retrieved from Ck
xR+1
ir I.o.w a request for file i from BS r is retrieved from the CDN
dr Delay cost of transferring a file between cloud-cache and BS r
d0 Delay cost of transferring a file from the CDN to the CPU
drk Delay cost of transferring a file between BS r and BS k
Pr Transmit power of BS r
hur Downlink channel gain between BS r and user u
yur I.o.w user u is scheduled to download content from BS r
β Trade-off parameter

within the local RAN, and is responsible for making cache
(re)placement decisions as well as content request schedul-
ing. In addition, fueled by the powerful processing capabil-
ity at the CPU, one can implement sophisticated machine-
learning and data-mining algorithms to estimate the con-
tent popularity in each cell. Such methods would involve
analyzing data from popular websites, newspapers, and
social networks to determine, around a specific BS, what
kinds of contents people like, search for, and what the
consumer profiles of these people are [44], [45]. While the
actual content files are physically stored in separated caches,
a global indexing table can be maintained by the CCM to
facilitate content lookup and cache management.

Let R = {1, 2, ...R} denote the set of R BSs in the
considered C-RAN, U = {1, 2, ...U} denote the set of active
users in the system, and F = {1, 2, ..., F} denote the set
of indexes of all content files available for download. For
notational convenience, we assume an equal size [MB] for
all files (as also considered in [3], [4]). This assumption could
be easily lifted by considering a finer packetization, and by
breaking longer files into blocks of the same length. In this
article, we extend the analysis in [1], which only considers
global content popularity. Rather, we assume to have con-
tent popularity at cell level, and define the popularity dis-
tribution of the files at each cell r as P = {p1r, p2r, ..., pFr},
where pir ∈ [0, 1] is the probability of file i being requested
from a user in cell r and

∑
i∈F pir = 1,∀r ∈ R.

We consider that each BS integrates not only the front
Radio Frequency (RF), but also certain capabilities to enable
caching such as content storage and look up. We assume
that each BS r ∈ R is equipped with an edge-cache, with
normalized storage capacity of Mr [files], and that the
CPU is equipped with a cloud-cache, with normalized stor-
age capacity of M0 [files] (usually M0�Mr, r = 1, ..., R).
The total cache capacity in the system is thus given by

M =
∑R

r=0Mr . We refer to Cr , r ∈ R, as the cache at BS
r, which implies the set of files stored at BS r. Similarly, we
refer to C0 as the cache or equivalently the set of files stored
at the CPU. To describe the cache-placement decision, i.e.,
which files should be stored in which caches, we define the
cache-placement ground set as,

V = {f10, f20, ..., fF0, ..., f1R, f2R, ..., fFR} , (1)

where fir denotes the copy of file i in cache Cr . Note
that the indexing of caches Cr’s, r = 0, 1, ..., R, includes
the cloud-cache and all the edge-caches. In the subsequent
analysis, unless otherwise stated, we will refer to file i
and to its copy fir interchangeably. The ground set V
can be partitioned into R + 1 disjoint sets, V0,V1, ...,VR,
where Vr = {f1r, f2r, ..., fFr} is the set of all files that
might be placed in the cache Cr . Hence, we can write
Cr ⊆ Vr. A feasible cache-placement decision, denoted
as C = {C0, C1, ..., CR}, must satisfy the storage capacity
constraints as follows,

|Cr| ≤Mr,∀r = 0, 1, ..., R. (2)

When a user makes a request to BS r for file i that is
already stored in the local edge-cache Cr , it can directly
download file i from Cr without incurring traffic on the
fronthaul and backhaul links. If the requested file i is not
stored in the local edge-cache, the request is forwarded to
the CCM at the CPU. Upon receiving the request for file i
from BS r, the CCM will firstly search for file i in the cloud-
cache C0, and then in the neighboring caches of BS r, i.e.,
Ck’s, k ∈ R\{r}. If file i is found in one of the caches,
the CCM will direct the user to download the file from that
cache via fronthaul links; otherwise the user will download
the file from the origin server in the CDN, incurring traffic
in the backhaul links. In Fig. 2 we illustrate the overview of
our proposed Octopus caching system with three use cases
within which the requested content is retrieved from the
local edge-cache (user 1), the neighbor edge-cache (user 2),
and the cloud-cache (user 3), respectively.

To facilitate subsequent analyses, let us define the follow-
ing binary variables for a given cache-placement decision C
as follows (∀i ∈ F , r ∈ R, k ∈ {0} ∪ R),

cik(C) =

{
1 fik ∈ Ck,
0 otherwise,

(3)

xkir =


1 if request for file i from BS r is retrieved

from Ck,
0 otherwise;

(4)

xR+1
ir =


1 if request for file i from BS r is retrieved

from the CDN,
0 otherwise.

(5)

Since each request should be downloaded from only one
source, we impose the following constraint,∑R+1

k=0
xkir = 1,∀i ∈ F , r ∈ R. (6)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of Octopus caching system constituted of cloud-cache
C0 and edge-caches C1, ..., CR, which can share cached contents via
fronthaul links. Example: requests from user 1 (in cell 1) and user 2 (in
cell 2) are retrieved from edge-cache C1, whereas request from user 3
in cell R is retrieved from cloud-cache C0.

3.2 Content Access Delay Cost

Although storage resources (e.g., hard disk) are cheap nowa-
days, it is neither cost-efficient nor feasible to store all
available files in the caches. When a user requests for a file
that is not available in the cache of the serving BS, it has to
retrieve the file from other places, thus incurring additional
access delay. The content access delay reflects the time it
takes for a user to send the request for content until it first
receives the data, which includes the time for the data to
traverse the user-BS wireless link and backhaul network to
the CDN. In this article, we will focus on the cost model for
content access delay as considered in [3], [8].

Let dr denote the delay cost incurred when transferring
a file from the cloud-cache to BS r via fronthaul link, which
we assume to be the same as the delay cost of retrieving that
file from edge-cache Cr to the CPU. Let d0 denote the delay
cost incurred when transferring a file from the CDN to the
CPU. Furthermore, we assume the cost of transferring a file
from cache of BS k to BS r is drk = dr + dk. In practice,
d0 is usually much greater than dr and drk as the backhaul
link connecting the CPU to the original content server is
many-fold further than the fronthaul links between the BSs
and the CPU. This makes it cost-effective to retrieve content
from the in-network caches whenever possible rather than
downloading them from the remote server [8], [11]. We
consider that the incurred delay cost of a user downloading
a file directly from its serving BS’s cache is zero [11]. This
is because such delay is negligible and will incur no matter
whether caching is used or not.

Let us denote Ur ⊆ U as the set of users served by BS r.
Thus, for a given cache-placement decision C and popularity
distribution P , we can calculate the average delay cost of
user u ∈ Ur as follows,

D̄u,r =
∑
i∈F

pir

x0
irdr +

∑
k∈R\{r}

xkirdrk + xR+1
ir (dr + d0)

 .
(7)

This delay cost reflects the expected content access delay
that the users have to wait before having access to the
requested contents. Reducing the average access delay cost
also directly translates to a decrease in backhaul network
usage, i.e., the amount of data traffic going through the

backhaul links, and thus to a reduced network resource
consumption. Another key aspect that affects the users’
Quality of Experience (QoE) is the content download rate.
For example, both the initial access delay and content
download rate directly affect the initial buffer time and the
number of stalls during the video streaming session.

3.3 Decomposition Approach
The overall goal of our design is to improve the QoE of
content-downloading users, which is mainly characterized
by the content access latency and content download rate.
To this end, our solutions for content caching and request
scheduling strive to minimize the average content access
delay and maximize the average content download rate,
which are not always achieved simultaneously. Hence, an
optimized tradeoff between the two objectives is targeted.

Interestingly, content placement and request scheduling
generally occur at different time scales: content popularity
often varies slowly, at the scale of hours or days based on the
measurement and prediction from various sources; on the
other hand, request-scheduling decisions have to adapt to
the dynamics in user location and channel conditions, which
vary in the order of seconds. This makes a joint optimization
to react promptly to the dynamic network changes difficult;
hence, it motivates the decomposition of the overall problem
into (i) the cache management subproblem, which takes the
long-term content popularity as input, and (ii) the content
request scheduling subproblem, which takes into account
the incoming specific requests, the corresponding channel
condition of the users, and the cache availability at the BSs
and the CPU. Although the two subproblems are addressed
separately due to their different time-scales, the coupling
between the two is reflected by the fact that the solution of
the cache-placement policy is used as input to the request
scheduling policy. Likewise, the request-scheduling solution
will affect the cache-placement decision the next time it
is recalculated. This is because the content popularity is
calculated based on the number of requests to each content
at different BSs as the result of the request scheduling policy;
hence, after a long-time-scale period (hours or days), the
cache-placement decision will be made based on the updated
content popularity.

In the following, the cache management subproblem first
and then the cache-aware request scheduling subproblem
will be presented in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively.

4 CACHE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

We present here the formulation of the cache management
problem, followed by the background material and intuition
of our approach. We then describe our proposed greedy so-
lution, with guaranteed performance, consisting of a cache-
distribution algorithm and of a replacement algorithm.

4.1 Problem Formulation
As described in the previous section, the reduction of con-
tent access delay cost directly translates into the improve-
ment in users’ QoE and the reduction in network opera-
tional cost. It is therefore imperative to design an efficient
cache-management strategy so as to minimize the expected
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content access delay. In particular, we consider a dynamic
cache-management strategy that proactively distributes con-
tent files in the caches and reactively updates the cached
files. Notice that multiple copies of the same file can be
stored at different caches.

The underlying optimization problem to realize the pro-
posed strategy is formulated as follows,

min
C,xkir

∑
r∈R

∑
u∈Ur

D̄u,r, (8a)

s.t.
∑

i∈F
cir(C) ≤Mr, ∀r = 0, 1, ..., R, (8b)∑R+1

k=0
xkir = 1, ∀r = 1, ..., R, (8c)

xkir ≤ cik(C), ∀r ∈ R, k ∈ {0} ∪ R, i ∈ F , (8d)

xkir ∈ {0, 1} , xR+1
ir ∈ {0, 1} , cik (C) ∈ {0, 1} , (8e)
∀r ∈ R, k ∈ {0} ∪ R, i ∈ F ,

with D̄u,r given by (7). The objective function (8a) represents
the total average delay cost incurred by satisfying content
requests from all users in the network. The constraint (8b)
imposes the cache storage capacities and the constraint (8d)
represents the cache availability constraint, i.e., ensuring
that a content file can be retrieved from a cache only if it is
stored in that cache. Note that, mathematically, the average
delay cost of user u served by BS r in a non-hierarchical
caching system (cf. [9], [34]) may be viewed as a special
case of the average delay cost D̄u,r presented in (7) when
the cloud cache C0 and the CDN are considered as edge-
cache nodes. However, the whole optimization problem
considered in (8) is fundamentally different from that of
the non-hierarchical case, given the different constraints and
settings. For instance, there is no constraint on the cache
capacity at the CDN and the content popularity at the cloud-
cache is unknown; hence, the CDN and the cloud-cache are
fundamentally different from the edge-caches.

From constraint (8c), by substituting xR+1
ir by 1 −∑R

k=0 x
k
ir into (7), we get,

D̄u,r =
∑

i∈F
pir (do + dr − Sir) , (9)

where

Sir = x0
ird0 + xrir (d0 + dr) +

∑
k∈R\{r}

xkir (d0 − dk). (10)

Observe that Sir can be seen as the delay cost saving when
file i is requested by a user u at BS r, and that Sir is the
only term in (9) that depends on the optimization variables.
Hence, problem (8) can be recast as a problem of maximizing
the average delay cost reduction, expressed as,

max
C,xkir

∑
r∈R

∑
u∈Ur

∑
i∈F

pirSir, (11a)

s.t.
∑

i∈F
cir(C) ≤Mr, ∀r = 0, 1, ..., R, (11b)∑R

k=0
xkir ≤ 1, ∀r = 1, ..., R, i ∈ F , (11c)

xkir ≤ cik(C), ∀r ∈ R, k ∈ {0} ∪ R, i ∈ F , (11d)

xkir ∈ {0, 1} , xR+1
ir ∈ {0, 1} , cik (C) ∈ {0, 1} , (11e)
∀r ∈ R, k ∈ {0} ∪ R, i ∈ F .

The objective function (11) can be seen as the sum of the
utility value seen by each BS and our goal here is to maximize
the sum utility value seen by all BSs. The intractability of
this problem is stated in Theorem 1 below.

Theorem 1. The cache-placement optimization problem in (11)
is NP-complete.

Proof. See Appendix in [1] or Theorem 1 in [33].

Due to the NP-completeness of the problem, a global
optimal solution usually comes with exponential computa-
tional complexity, which is impractical to implement. There-
fore, our approach aims for a low-complexity, suboptimal
solution that can be implemented in a practical system.
In particular, we will show that problem (11) belongs to
the classical class of problems of maximizing a monotone
submodular function over a matroid constraint [46], [47]. We
then propose a greedy cache-management solution for prob-
lem (11) consisting of a cache-distribution algorithm and
a backtracking cache-replacement algorithm. Before going
into details of our proposed solution, we introduce some es-
sential background material and intuition of our approach.

4.2 Preliminaries
In the following, we provide the basic definitions of ma-
troids and submodular functions [48], which will be used in
the analysis of our proposed cache-management strategy.

Matroids. A matroid is a pair (V, I) such that V is a finite
set and I ⊆ 2V is a collection of subsets of V satisfying the
following two properties:
• I is downward closed, i.e., if A ⊆ B ⊆ V and B ∈ I ,

then A ∈ I ;
• If A,B ∈ I and |A| < |B|, then there exists e ∈ A\B

such that B ∪ {e} ∈ I .
Matroids generalize the concept of linear independence
found in linear algebra to general sets, and sets in I de-
scribed above are called independent. One of the important
applications of matroids is the concept of matroid constraint
defined via the partition matroid. Consider a finite ground
set V that is partitioned into n disjoint sets V1,V2, ...Vn with
associated integers m1,m2, ...,mn, a partition matroid I is
given as,

I = {A ⊆ V : |A ∩ Vi| ≤ mi,∀i = 1, ..., n} . (12)

Submodular functions. Consider a finite ground set V ,
a set function g : 2V → R is submodular if, for all sets
A,B ⊆ V ,

g (A) + g (B) ≥ g (A ∪B) + g (A ∩B) . (13)

Given a submodular function g : 2V → R and A, T ⊂ V , the
function gA defined by gA (T ) = g (A ∪ T ) − g (A) is also
submodular, and if g is monotone then gA is also monotone.
For i ∈ V , we abbreviate A ∪ {i} by A + i. Let gA (i) =
g (A+ i)−g (A) denote the marginal value of an element i ∈
V with respect to the subset A ⊆ V . Then, g is submodular
if, for all A ⊆ B ⊆ V and for all i ∈ V\B, we have,

gA (i) ≥ gB (i) . (14)

Intuitively, submodular functions capture the concept of
diminishing returns: as the set becomes larger the benefit of
adding a new element to the set will decrease. The function
g is monotone if, for A ⊆ B ⊆ V , we have g (A) ≤ g (B).
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4.3 Online Cache Management Algorithms

We exploit the special structure of problem (11) to reformu-
late it as the problem of maximizing a submodular function
subject to matroid constraints. In particular, motivated by
the approach in [3], we will show that the constraints in (11)
can be expressed as the independent sets of a matroid
and the objective function can be expressed as a monotone
submodular function.

4.3.1 Cache Placement via Monotone Submodular Maxi-
mization
Firstly, recall that every cache-placement decision C is a sub-
set of the ground set V defined in (1), and that Cr = C ∩ Vr .
With this position, the cache-capacity constraints in (11b) are
equivalent to the condition C ⊆ I , where,

I = {C ⊆ V : |C ∩ Vr| ≤Mr,∀r = 0, 1, ..., R} . (15)

From the definition in (12), we see that the constraint
in (15) forms a partition matroid M = (V, I). Also, notice
from (3) that the set {cir(C) : i ∈ F} can be considered as
the Boolean representation of Cr . We now have the following
Lemma.

Lemma 1. The objective function in (11a) is a monotone sub-
modular function.

Proof. For each file i ∈ F and BS r ∈ R, we introduce the
new variables tkir’s as: t0ir = d0, trir = d0 + dr , tkir = d0 − dk,
∀k ∈ R\{r}. Denote the objection function in (11a) as g(C),
it can now be expressed as,

g (C) =
∑
r∈R

∑
u∈Ur

∑
i∈F

pirSir =
∑
r∈R

∑
u∈Ur

∑
i∈F

pir

R∑
k=0

xkirt
k
ir.

(16)
Since sum of monotone submodular functions is mono-

tone submodular, it is enough to prove that for each file
i ∈ F and each BS r ∈ R, the set function gir (C) = Sir is
monotone submodular. Firstly, from (16), we can write that,

gir (C) = max
xkir

∑R

k=0
xkirt

k
ir s.t. (11c), (11d), (11e), (17)

which can be simplified to,

gir (C) = max
{

0, t0irci0 (C) , t1irci1 (C) , ..., tRirciR (C)
}
.

(18)

For a new file fin ∈ V\C, let Cin = C + fin. It is straight-
forward to verify that gir (Cin) ≥ gir (C) and, therefore,
gir (C) is a monotonic function ∀C ⊆ V . Intuitively, adding
a new file to a cache-placement set cannot decrease the
value of the set function. Let us now consider another cache-
placement set (decision) K such that K ⊆ C. Since gir (.) is
monotone, we have,

gir (C) ≥ gir (K) . (19)

Denote Kin = K+fin. The marginal value of adding the file
fin to the sets C and K can be expressed, respectively, as,

gir,C (fin) = gir (Cin)− gir (C) , (20)

gir,K (fin) = gir (Kin)− gir (K) . (21)

To prove that gir (.) is submodular, we need to show
that gir,K (fin) ≥ gir,C (fin) or, equivalently, that ∆in

r =
gir,K (fin) − gir,C (fin) ≥ 0. It is obvious that cin (Cin) =
cin (Kin) = 1. Using (18), we distinguish three cases,

(i) tnir > gir (C): we have gir (Cin) = gir (Kin) = tnir; hence,
∆in

r = gir (C) − gir (K) ≥ 0, which stems from the
inequality in (19).

(ii) gir (K) ≤ tnir ≤ gir (C): we have gir (Cin) = gir (C) and
gir (Kin) = tnir; hence, ∆in

r = tnir − gir (K) ≥ 0.
(iii) tnir < gir (K): in this case, adding fin does not provide

any added value; we have gir (Cin) = gir (C) and
gir (Kin) = gir (K), hence ∆in

r = 0.
In summary, we always have ∆in

r ≥ 0, which confirms that
gir (.) is submodular function in V .

A popular approach to the problem of maximizing a
monotone submodular function subject to a matroid con-
straint is to use a greedy algorithm [46], [47]. Based on the
result from Lemma 1, we extent such algorithm to solve our
problem in (11). Our proposed cache-management solution
consists of two phases: first, the content files are proactively
distributed to the caches using proactive caching; then, ev-
ery time there is a cache miss and a new file is downloaded
from the content server, the CCM will decide whether to
replace this file with existing ones in the caches via reactive
caching. The proposed Utility-based Hierarchical Proactive
Cache Distribution (UHPCD) and Utility-based Hierarchical
Reactive Cache Replacement (UHRCR) algorithms, which
constitute the Octopus cache management strategy, are de-
tailed in the following.

4.3.2 Proactive Cache Distribution
The UHPCD algorithm incrementally builds a placement
solution starting with an empty cache placement set. In each
iteration, it adds a new file with the highest marginal value
to the cache-placement set, until all the caches are full. Since
the objective function is submodular, the marginal value of
a new file decreases as the cache-placement set grows. We
outline the procedure of the greedy UHPCD algorithm as in
Algorithm 1. Thanks to the monotone submodular property
of problem (11), the solution obtained by Algorithm 1 is
guaranteed to achieve a ratio of at least 1

2 of the optimal
value [47].

Algorithm 1 Utility-based Hierarchical Proactive Cache Dis-
tribution (UHPCD)

1: Initialize: Vr = {f1r, f2r, ..., fFr}, Cr = ∅, r = 0, 1, ..., R,
V = (V0,V1, ...,VR), C = (C0, C1, ..., CR).

2: repeat
3: fj′r′ = arg max

fjr∈V\C
[g (C + fjr)− g (C)]

4: C ← C + fj′r′
5: if |Cr′ | = Mr′ then V ← V\Vr′
6: end if
7: until V = ∅
8: Output: C

Algorithm 1 initializes all the caches as empty sets in
step 1 and begins the iteration process in step 2. In each
iteration, step 3 identifies the placement of file j′ in cache
Cr′ , represented by fj′r′ , that provides the highest marginal
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value when adding to the current cache placement set C.
Hence, fj′r′ can be seen as the next best cache placement
among the unplaced files {fjr ∈ V\C}. Step 4 adds fj′r′
to the current cache placement set. In step 5, if a cache is
full, it will be excluded from the evaluation in the next
iteration. The iteration process terminates in step 7 when
the candidate set is empty.
Remark 1: (Complexity of Algorithm 1) In Algorithm 1, there
are

∑R
r=0Mr iterations until all the caches are full, each of

which involves calculating the marginal value of at most
(R+ 1)F elements that have not been included in the cache
set. Evaluating each marginal value takesO(U) time; hence,
the total running time is O

(
(R+ 1)FU

∑R
r=0Mr

)
. When

Mr is a constant fraction of F , ∀r = 0, ..., R, the time
complexity is given by O

(
(R+ 1)

2
F 2U

)
.

4.3.3 Reactive Cache Replacement
Algorithm 1 described above initializes the cache distribu-
tion, which can be done during off-peak traffic hours (e.g.,
night-time) to utilize the unused backhaul bandwidth. Over
the course of the day, following each cache miss, a new file
(which causes the cache miss) will be downloaded from
the remote content server to the BSs and delivered to the
requesting user. As all the caches are full already, the CCM
will decide to replace this new file with existing files in the
caches only if such replacement could improve the value of
the objective function. This approach ensures that the up-to-
date cache-placement set always yields the highest marginal
value. The UHRCR algorithm is described below.

Algorithm 2 Utility-based Hierarchical Reactive Cache Re-
placement (UHRCR)

1: For each request of a new file i: fir /∈ C,∀r = 0, 1, ..., R
2: for t = 0 : R do
3: fj′r′ = arg min

fjr∈C
[g (C)− g (C − fjr)]

4: if g (C − fj′r′ + fir′) > g (C) then
5: C ← C − fj′r′ + fir′
6: else Break
7: end if
8: end for
9: Output: C

Step 1 in Algorithm 2 indicates that the process will be
initiated any time there is a cache miss, e.g., a request for
file fir that is not in the caches. Step 2 initiates the search
for R + 1 iterations. This is because there is potentially one
file in each of the R + 1 caches that can be replaced by the
new file so as to comply with the cache capacity constraints.
In each iteration, step 3 finds a file with the least utility
value. If swapping the least-valued file with the new file
can increase the overall objective value, as verified in step 4,
the swapping operation will be performed in step 5. This
ensures that the cache replacement process does not decrease the
objective value initially achieved by the UHPCD process.
Remark 2: (Complexity of Algorithm 2) The running time
of step 3 in each iteration is O

(
U
∑R

r=0Mr

)
. Since there

are at most R + 1 iterations, the overall time complexity of
Algorithm 2 isO

(
(R+ 1)U

∑R
r=0Mr

)
, which simplifies to

O
(

(R+ 1)
2
FU

)
when Mr is a constant fraction of F .

5 ONLINE CACHE-AWARE REQUEST SCHEDULING

In this section, we design the content request scheduling
policy that, in conjunction with the cache-management pol-
icy designed in the previous section, optimizes the tradeoff
between content download rate and content access delay.

Without loss of generality, we consider that each user
only requests for one content file at a time. Hence, a user
becomes active when it is downloading a content file and
remains inactive otherwise. Each new content request is cou-
pled with a new user arrival to the network. Upon each new
content request, one needs to decide to which BS should the
user be associated, depending on the performance desire.
On the one hand, to maximize the sum-rate utility, each
user should connect to a BS that provides high download
rate without degrading too much the rates of other users;
on the other hand, to minimize the content access delay,
the requesting user should download data from the BS who
stores the requested content.

In the following, we formulate the request scheduling
problem in Section 5.1 and present the online solution with
guaranteed performance bound in Section 5.2.

5.1 Problem Formulation

We assume that there are N content requests arriving online
to the network, one after the other. Each request is associated
with the arrival of a new user and the user departs after it
finishes downloading the content. The users are indexed by
their order of arrival, e.g., user 1 arrives first and user N
arrives last. We denote tn as the time of the n-th departure
for which a user (possibly different from user n) departs the
network. Hence, there is no departure except at tn during
each time window [tn, tn+1). Suppose there is a new request
arrival at time t ∈ [tn, tn+1) and let U(t) be the current set
of active users. Without loss of generality, our analysis in
the following will focus on the scheduling decisions in one
time window, in which the system at each arrival time t is
investigated. For simplicity, the time index t is dropped in
subsequent analysis.

We consider that both the BSs and the users are equipped
with a single antenna each. Each BS r transmits at a fixed
power Pr, r ∈ R, over a single-carrier system with band-
width W . Note that the analysis can be easily extended
to a multi-carrier system where the spectrum is divided
into resource blocks. Denote hru ∈ C as the downlink
channel gain between BS r and user u ∈ U , which captures
the effect of path-loss, shadowing, and antenna gain. Note
that the user-BS association usually takes place in a large
time-scale (duration of the content download session) that
is much larger than the time-scale of small-scale fading.
Hence, similar to [27], [28], we consider that the effect of
fast-fading is averaged out during the association. In this
case, the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) of
user u when associated with BS r is given by,

SINRur =
|hru|2Pr∑

s6=r |hsu|
2
Ps + σ2

,∀u ∈ U , r ∈ R, (22)

where σ2 is the background noise power.
Let the scheduling variables be yur ∈ {0, 1} ,∀u ∈ U , r ∈

R, where yur = 1 if user u is scheduled to download
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content from BS r and yur = 0 otherwise. We denote
the request scheduling policy as Ψ = {yur |u ∈ U , r ∈ R}.
Here, we employ equal time-sharing allocation when a BS
is associated with multiple users, which has been shown to
be optimal in terms of maximizing the log-utility of user
data rates [27]. Consequently, the data rate [bits/s] of user u
when downloading content from BS r is calculated as,

Γur =
φur∑
v∈U yvr

, (23)

where φur = W log2 (1 + SINRur) ,∀u ∈ U , r ∈ R.
To provide proportional fairness among users in a wire-

less network, the logarithmic user-rate utility is popularly
used [27] and is defined as

∑
r∈R yur log (Γur) for each user

u ∈ U . Thus, the network rate utility, denoted as Ω (Ψ), can
be seen as the sum log-rate utility of all users as follows,

Ω (Ψ) =
∑
u∈U

∑
r∈R

yur log

(
φur∑
v∈U yvr

)
. (24)

The cache-aware request scheduling optimization prob-
lem, which determines {yur} so as to maximize a weighted
objective of users’ sum log-rate utility and content access
delay cost saving, is formulated as follows,

max
Ψ

∑
u∈U

∑
r∈R

yur log

(
φur∑
v∈U yvr

)
+ β

∑
u∈U

∑
r∈R

yur
∑
i∈F

pirSir,

(25a)

s.t.
∑

r∈R
yur = 1,∀u ∈ U , (25b)

yur ∈ {0, 1} ,∀u ∈ U , r ∈ R. (25c)

In (25a), β is a parameter that can be varied to control
the tradeoff between users’ sum log-rate utility and content
access delay. In this case, each point on the tradeoff curve
corresponds to a specific value of β. In practice, for a video
streaming client, the initial access delay and download rate
directly affect the initial buffer time as well as the number of
stalls during the video session, which are the two key factors
determining users’ QoE [49]. Therefore, it is imperative to
find an efficient solution to problem (25) that optimizes the
tradeoff between users’ download rate and content access
delay, while ensuring proportional fairness among the users.

5.2 Online Cache-Aware Request Scheduling

We can write the set of users that BS r ∈ R is associated with
as Ur = {u ∈ U |yur = 1}, and |Ur| is the cardinality of Ur .
The objective function (25a) can be seen as the sum of rate-
delay tradeoff utility of all BSs in the network. In particular,
for a given request scheduling policy Ψ, the tradeoff utility
of BS r ∈ R can be defined by,

Ωr (Ur) =
∑
u∈Ur

log

(
φur
|Ur|

)
+ β |Ur|

∑
i∈F

pirSir. (26)

It can be seen that the objective function (25a) is now
equivalent to

∑
r∈R Ωr (Ur). To facilitate the analysis, we

will now show that Ωr (Ur) is monotone submodular.

Lemma 2. If φur ≥ Ue [bits/s], ∀u ∈ U , where U = |U| is
the total number of users and e is the Euler’s constant, then the
tradeoff utility function Ωr (·) defined by (26) is monotone.

Proof. Let W ⊂ U , v ∈ U and v /∈ W . We will show that
adding user v to the setW will not decrease the utility value
Ωr . In particular, the marginal value of adding v to the set
W , denoted as Ωr,W (v), can be calculated as,

Ωr,W (v) (27a)
= Ωr (W + v)− Ωr (W) (27b)

= β
∑
i∈F

pirSir +
∑

u∈W∪{v}

log

(
φur
|W|+ 1

)
−
∑
u∈W

log

(
φur
|W|

)
(27c)

= β
∑
i∈F

pirSir + log (φvr)− Λ (|W|) , (27d)

in which the function Λ (·) over z > 0 is defined as,

Λ (z)
∆
= log (z + 1) + log

(
z +

1

z

)z

. (28)

Since W ⊂ U , it holds that |W| + 1 ≤ |U| = U . Further-
more, recall that lim

n→∞

(
1 + 1

n

)n
= e, where e is the Euler’s

constant. Therefore, it follows from (28) that,

Λ (|W|) ≤ logU + log

(
1 +

1

|W|

)|W|
= log(Ue). (29)

From (27d) and (29), we have,

Ωr,W (v) ≥ β
∑
i∈F

pirSir + log (φvr)− log(Ue). (30)

Therefore, if φvr ≥ Ue [bits/s], ∀v ∈ U , we have Ωr,W (v) ≥
0, which confirms that Ωr (·) is monotone.

Remark 3: Note that for Lemma 2 to hold, it is required that
the data rate (measured in bits/s) of user u scheduled to
BS r, φur , is greater than e ≈ 2.72 times the number of
active users U between any two consecutive departures,
which is trivially satisfied in any real-world system. Such
threshold is anyway necessary in an LTE system since a user
whose channel gain is weaker than a minimum threshold
will never be selected as it cannot support the smallest
Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS).

Lemma 3. The tradeoff utility function Ωr (·) defined by (26) is
submodular.

Proof. Let W ⊂ T ⊂ U and v ∈ U , v /∈ T . The marginal
value of adding v to the setsW and T are, respectively,

Ωr,W (v) = β
∑
i∈F

pirSir + log (φvr)− Λ (|W|) , (31)

Ωr,T (v) = β
∑
i∈F

pirSir + log (φvr)− Λ (|T |) . (32)

By taking the derivative of Λ (z) in (28) with respect
to (w.r.t.) z, it can be verified that Λ (·) is an increasing
function with z > 0. Hence, since |W| < |T |, it follows
that Λ (|W|) < Λ (|T |). As a result, from (31) and (32),
we have Ωr,W (v) > Ωr,T (v). This confirms that Ωr (·) is
a submodular function.

From Lemmas 2 and 3, it is confirmed that the objective
function in problem (25) is monotone submodular. Note that
a similar result can be obtained by considering the average
content-access-delay saving β

∑
i∈F pirSir as a bias term
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Fig. 3. Comparison of different caching architectures using three key performance metrics: (a) cache hit ratio, (b) average access delay, and (c)
backhaul traffic load. The relative total cache capacity M is measured as the fraction of the total content library size. Note that, when M = 0.2 and
M = 0.3, the backhaul traffic load of HrchCP architecture is zero.

added to the log-rate of each user in (26). It is shown in [50]
that adding the non-negative bias term does not affect the
submodularity and monotonicity of the log-rate function.
With this position, one can employ a greedy algorithm that
assigns each new arriving user to the BS whose added
marginal utility value gets maximized. Based on the classical
result in online combinatorial auction [47], [51], such greedy
algorithm achieves at least 1

2 the optimal objective value.
As we consider the scheduling during each time window
[tn, tn+1) between two consecutive departures, the perfor-
mance bound can be generalized for the whole considered
period of time with any N departures. The proposed online
Cache-Aware Request Scheduling (CARS) is summarized in
Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Cache-Aware Request Scheduling (CARS)
1: for each new arrival—user u requests for file i do
2: for r ∈ R do
3: Calculate the utility marginal value at each

BS r w.r.t. the current associated user set Ur,

Ωr,Ur (u) = [Ωr (Ur + u)− Ωr (Ur)] . (33)

4: end for
5: Select k = arg max

r∈R
Ωr,Ur (u)

6: Direct user u to download file i from BS k,

Uk ← Uk + u. (34)

7: end for

Step 1 in Algorithm 3 initiates the scheduling algorithm
any time there is a new request, which is coupled with the
arrival of a new user. Step 2 starts the loop to evaluate
the utility marginal value associated with assigning the
incoming user to each of the BSs, as calculated in step 3.
Step 5 selects the BS that can get the highest marginal
value from associating with the incoming user and step 6
directs the user to download the requesting content from
the selected BS.
Remark 4: (Complexity of Algorithm 3) The complexity of
Algorithm 3 mainly comes from the iteration process in
step 2; thus, it increases linearly with the number of BSs,
e.g., O (R).

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We present now numerical results to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed caching and request scheduling
strategies. In particular, we evaluate the impact of the pro-
posed cooperative hierarchical caching architecture as well
as cache-management and request scheduling algorithms
compared to the existing approaches. Thorough simulations
are carried out using both trace-based and synthetic con-
tent requests. In the following, we describe the simulation
settings followed by different performance evaluation sce-
narios in the corresponding subsections.

We consider a C-RAN system with R = 7 hexagonal
cells where a central cell is surrounded by a ring of 6 other
cells. Each cell has one BS located at the cell’s center and
the distance between two neighboring BSs is 1 km. It is
assumed that the backhaul and fronthaul links’ capacities
are sufficiently provisioned to handle all the generated traf-
fic requests. We consider the content requests being video
requests that arrive one-by-one to the network following a
Poisson process with arrival rate equals to λR [reqs/min].
Each content request is coupled with a user arrival, and the
location of the user is randomly and uniformly placed in the
network’s coverage area.

The end-to-end (e2e) latency of retrieving a video from
the CDN to the CPU, d0, is considered to be 80 ms 1, while
the e2e latency of transferring a video between the BSs and
the CPU, dr’s, are randomly assigned, following a uniform
distribution in the range [10− 30 ms] [8]. In addition, we
consider that the size of each video is 20 MB and the dura-
tion of each video is 2 minutes. For brevity of presentation,
we consider a representative configuration where the cloud-
cache and each of the 7 edge-caches are allocated 30% and
10% of the total cache capacity, respectively. The extension
to different cache capacity allocation is straightforward.

To compare the performance of different cache manage-
ment schemes, we consider three key metrics: (i) cache hit
ratio: the fraction of requests that can be retrieved from one
of the caches; (ii) average access delay [ms]: average latency
of the contents traveling from the caches or the CDN server
to the requesting user; and (iii) backhaul traffic load [TB]: the

1. Refer to: 3GPP TS 23.203, V13.5.1, Sept. 2015
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volume of traffic going through the backhaul network due
to users downloading contents from the CDN server.

Unless otherwise stated, the simulation results are based
on the YouTube request trace data of video requests col-
lected on the University of Massachusetts’ Amherst campus
during the day of March 12, 2008 [52]. The video popular-
ity is extracted directly from the trace, which consists of
122, 280 requests for 77, 414 different videos. In order to
obtain a scenario where content popularities are different at
different BSs, we randomly shuffle the popularity distribu-
tion extracted from the YouTube trace.

6.1 Impact of Cooperative Cloud-Cache

Here, we evaluate the benefits of the proposed caching
scheme from the architectural perspective by comparing
against traditional caching architectures as described below.
• Edge Non-Cooperative (EdgeNC): Each edge-cache stores the

most popular files based on local popularity at the corre-
sponding BS. The edge-caches do not cooperate with each
other and the cloud-cache is not used. If the requested
file is not found in the cache of the serving BS, it will be
fetched from the CDN server.

• Edge Cooperative (EdgeCP): This scheme is similar to Ed-
geNC but it allows the BSs to retrieve contents from
neighboring edge-caches via fronthaul links.

• Hierarchical Non-Cooperative (HrchNC): This is a hierar-
chical caching scheme employing both the edge-caches
and the cloud-cache; these cache entities, however, do
not cooperate with each other. Each edge-cache stores the
most popular files seen by the corresponding BS and the
cloud-cache stores the most popular files based on global
popularity.

• Octopus: This is our proposed cooperative hierarchical
caching scheme employing both the edge-caches and the
cloud-cache; each BS can retrieve contents from the cloud-
cache or from other edge-caches using fronthaul links.

To ensure a fair comparison, we set the total capacity of
all caches in each architecture to be the same. Figure 3(a-c)
compares the performance of the considered four caching
architectures using three key performance metrics: (a) cache
hit ratio, (b) average access delay [ms], and (c) backhaul
traffic load [TB]. Observe that the proposed caching ar-
chitecture, Octopus, significantly improves cache hit ratio
and reduces average access delay as well as backhaul traffic
load compared to the other baselines for any total cache
capacity value. On the other hand, deploying hierarchical
caching alone without cooperation as in HrchNC leads to
performance degradation compared to EdgeCP.

6.2 Impact of Proposed Cache Management Algorithm

In this subsection, considering a hierarchical caching ar-
chitecture, we evaluate the performance of different cache-
management algorithms which determine what files to be
stored in each cache. In particular, we compare the proposed
Octopus scheme (which employs the UHPCD and UHRCR
algorithms) with five baselines below.
• Layered-aware Cooperative Caching (LCC): In this scheme,

we extend the LLC algorithm proposed in [33] to a co-
operative hierarchical caching architecture in C-RAN. In

particular, in addition to the local edge-cache at each BS
that is filled in with locally popular videos, we add the
cloud-cache that stores the most popular files according
to the global content popularity. Since we do not consider
layered-videos, the algorithm will treat each file as one
video with a single layer.

• Exclusive Most Popular Caching (ExMPC): In this scheme,
each edge-cache stores the most popular files based on
local popularity. The cloud-cache stores the most popular
files based on the global popularity, excluding the files
that have been cached at the edge-caches. This scheme is
the realization of the greedy cache-placement algorithm
in [53] for inter-level cache cooperation. The exclusive
mechanism in ExMPC avoids the redundancy in the pure
MPC scheme [37], [38], [54] as the same files might be
cached at both the edge and cloud layers.

• FemtoCaching Extension (FemtoX): This scheme is an ex-
tension of the FemtoCaching scheme [3] to a hierar-
chical caching system in C-RAN. In FemtoCaching, the
femtocell-like BSs act like helpers with weak backhaul
links but large storage capacity. These helpers form a
distributed caching network that assists the macro BS
by handling requests and caching content according to
a greedy algorithm. In FemtoX in this article, we map
each helper’s cache in FemtoCaching to an edge-cache
and introduce the additional cloud-cache.

• Least Frequently Used (LFU): We apply the LFU scheme [55]
to the hierarchical caching system; when the cache is full
and if there is a cache miss, LFU fetches the file from the
CDN server and replaces it with the file in the cache that
has been least frequently used.

• Least Recently Used (LRU): This scheme is analogous to the
LFU scheme; however, when the cache is full, it chooses to
evict the file that has been least recently used. The cache
hit ratio of LRU scheme depends on the overlap of content
requests of the active users in the local RAN.

Again, we use the YouTube trace for this simulation. In
Fig. 4(a-c), we compare the performance of Octopus caching
policy with the five baselines. Notice that Octopus achieves
superior performance in terms of cache hit ratio, average
access delay, and backhaul traffic load. This is because
the UHPCD algorithm reduces the redundancy among the
caches compared to ExMPC and LLC schemes, and the
UHRCR algorithm updates the caches upon cache misses.

6.3 Impact of Cache-Aware Request Scheduling

Here, we evaluate the performance of our proposed cache-
ware request scheduling algorithm—CARS—presented in
Sect. 5. We assume that the locations of the users making
request to each BS r follow a uniform distribution inside
its cell area. For the radio network setting, we assume the
transmit power of each BS to be Pr = 20 dBm,∀r ∈ R,
and the background noise power to be σ2 = −100 dBm.
The channel gains are generated using distance-dependent
path-loss model, given as L [dB] = 140.7 + 36.7log10d[km],
and the log-normal shadowing variance is set to 8 dB. In
addition, the channel bandwidth is set to W = 10 MHz.

We first compare the tradeoff between average user rate
and content access delay of the proposed CARS algorithm
with the three baselines described below that decide how to
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Fig. 4. Comparison of different cache management policies using three key performance metrics: (a) cache hit ratio, (b) average access delay, and
(c) backhaul traffic load. The relative total cache capacity is measured as the fraction of the total content library size.
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associate a new arriving user to a BS. In our simulation, the
average user rate and content access delay are calculated
over the one-day period for which the YouTube request
trace [52] was recorded.

• MaxChn: the user is associated to the BS having the
strongest channel gain to the user.

• MaxRate: the user is associated to the BS that maximizes
the user rate utility, similar to the algorithm in [28].

• MinDelay: the user is associated to the BS that minimizes
the content access delay.

In Figs. 5 and 6, we compare the tradeoff performance of
the four algorithms while varying the total cache capacity
and request arrival rate, respectively. Notice that for each
given cache capacity and request arrival rate, the tradeoff
points of the three baseline algorithms are given by fixed

points. In all cases, the MaxRate scheme provides the highest
average user rate with the highest average access delay
while the MinDelay scheme provides the lowest average
user rate with lowest average access delay. For each sub-
figure, different values of the tradeoff factor β are given by
the series [0.1, 1, 2, ..., 9, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 100], which corre-
sponds to different tradeoff points of the CARS scheme,
from bottom-left to top-right on the plot, respectively. Note
that when β = 0, CARS becomes MinDelay; whereas when
β = ∞, CARS becomes MaxRate. The tradeoff performance
of CARS scheme can be controlled by varying the tradeoff
factor β.

It can be seen in both figures that when β is small, CARS
can achieve similar average access delay as that of MinDelay
scheme with significantly higher average user rate; on the
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Fig. 7. Performance of different cache management policies with synthetic content requests generated using the Zipf-based popularity distribution;
M = 30% library size and Zipf parameter α ∈ [0.6, 0.7, 0.8].
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other hand, when β is large, CARS achieves an average user
rate that approaches that of the MaxRate scheme, albeit with
significantly lower average access delay when the request
arrival rate λ is 2 or higher, as seen in Fig. 6. In summary,
the proposed CARS scheme allows for flexible control of the
average user rate and content access delay tradeoff while
achieving superior performance over the existing baselines
in wide ranges of cache capacity and request arrival rate.

6.4 Impact of Content Popularity Skewness

In the previous subsections, using the YouTube request
trace, we have demonstrated the superior performance
of our proposed caching scheme (Octopus) and request
scheduling scheme (CARS) over traditional policies. Here,
in order to generalize the results, we employ an analytical
content-request model where the popularity distribution
of the files is assumed to follow a Zipf distribution [56],
[57]. In particular, the request probability of the i-th most
popular content (among the set of F contents) at BS r can
be calculated as pir = 1/iα∑F

n=1 1/nα
,∀r ∈ R, where α is

the Zipf skewness parameter, which determines the rate
of popularity decline as i increases. The observed value

of α might vary from different measurements; however, it
was estimated that α ranges from 0.64 to 0.83 based on
the measurements of [58], [59]. To generate the synthetic
content requests, we consider a library of 10, 000 files with
equal size of 20 MB. We randomly generate 100, 000 re-
quests following the Zipf-based popularity distribution with
α ∈ [0.6, 0.7, 0.8].

Figure 7(a-c) depicts the performance of Octopus
caching scheme over the baselines with different content
popularity distributions. Observe that, as α increases, the
performance of Octopus scheme in terms of cache hit ratio,
average content access delay, and backhaul traffic load sig-
nificantly improves. In all cases, Octopus always performs
the best; however, as α increases, the performance gaps
between Octopus and the baselines become smaller.

In Fig. 8, we compare the performance of the proposed
CARS policy with different content popularity distributions.
It can be seen that, as α increases, the average user rate and
access delay tradeoff performance of CARS is improved.
In other words, with the same average access delay, CARS
yields higher average user rate when α is larger.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We introduced a novel cooperative hierarchical caching
paradigm for Cloud Radio Access Networks (C-RAN) with
the deployment of the cloud-cache at the Central Pro-
cessing Unit (CPU) and the distributed edge-caches at
the Base Stations (BSs). We proposed an efficient cache-
management strategy, Octopus, comprising of two low-
complexity, utility-based hierarchical caching algorithms.
Furthermore, we proposed an online Cache-Aware Request
Scheduling (CARS) algorithm that provides a competitive
tradeoff between the content download rate and content
access delay. We carried out extensive simulations using
both a real-world YouTube video request trace and the Zipf-
based synthetic content request model. We demonstrated
that our cache-management strategy outperforms tradi-
tional caching deployment architectures and cache manage-
ment algorithms in terms of cache hit ratio, average content
access delay, and backhaul traffic load. Additionally, we
showed that our CARS algorithm achieves superior tradeoff
performance over existing approaches that optimize either
users’ rate or access delay alone.
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Discussion on Practical Implementation: The low com-
plexity of the cache-management and online content re-
quest scheduling algorithms proposed in this article greatly
facilitates the implementation in real C-RAN systems. In
particular, the decision-making CCM can be implemented
as a logical entity, co-located at the CPU, that periodically
collects information from each cache node, such as user
request logs and temporal channel gains. This information
can be collected through the outband interface such as the
IP/MPLS interface implemented in the commercial mobile
caching system. In order to integrate efficiently the proposed
caching system into C-RAN, however, there are several tech-
nical challenges that need to be addressed. First, due to the
centralized nature of our cooperative hierarchical caching
scheme, the issue of scalability is of concern. This could
be addressed by implementing the CCM and the learning
agent for content popularity estimation in the resourceful
CPU. Second, not all BSs are suitable for cache deployment
or the cache provisioned at each BS needs not be the same.
Depending on the population of users at different locations,
the number of edge-cache nodes and the cache capacities
should be carefully selected. Last, but not least, the impact
of user mobility should be taken into account; for example,
if the mobility pattern of users is available, the CCM might
be able to make informed decision and provision interested
contents at the cells where a user is moving to [60].
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